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If Demand Response is so wonderful, why is there 
so little of it?
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EPRI RAP Project Overview
Identify the several distinct values that DR 
can deliver to power systems and markets
Identify potential DR products at each link in 
the electricity value chain
Identify market rules, regulatory policies and 
system standards that would reveal the value 
of those DR products
How can the multiple values of DR products 
be aggregated by DR providers and paid for
by multiple beneficiaries?



A broader view of DR 
resources

Not just short-term price-responsive load.
DR resources include all modifications to 
the electric consumption patterns of end-use 
electricity customers that are intended to 
alter the customer’s bill, or the price, 
quantity, reliability, or generation attributes 
of the power sources that are supplied to 
meet customer load.



Demand Response 
Opportunities

SO: we looked at the whole range of potential DR 
contributions: 

(A) Price-response in wholesale markets 
(B) Reliability programs: ancillary services, emergency 
curtailments 
(C) Transmission and Distribution -- congestion relief, 
prices, and expansion plans
(D) Retail pricing, advanced metering 
(E) Long-term Demand Response: embedded energy 
efficiency, and resource adequacy/installed capability



Policy context for DR resources: 
What world are we in?

For what structure do we design DR policy? 
Market purists vs. regulatory hawks –

vs. on-the-ground reality   
Elements of the mixed franchise-market world

Increasing wholesale competition, but vertical 
franchises in many places;
Increased retail competition, esp. for large customers
Default service or historic franchise for small 
customers
Regional, regulated transmission and reliability 
services
Local, regulated distribution companies – and 
competitive Demand Response Providers -- provide 
retail interface





Matrix 1: DR Values 
(excerpts)
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Matrix 2: DR Products
(excerpts)

Customers, 
DRPs

Franchise 
utilities

Discos

LSEs, DSPs

Generators

DR Products include: 
Economic Day-Ahead and Day-Of DR
Reliability Oriented “emergency” DR and routine ancillary 

service DR
Locational DR, targeted to T and D needs
Embedded, or “automatic” DR from energy efficiency
Emission credits from demand reduction
Resource Adequacy Credits

ISO/RTO

Lower 
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Lower 
Environmental 
impacts

Improve T 
and D   
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power 
costs
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Matrix 3: 
Existing Barriers to DR

(excerpts)

Customer

Retail Service

Distribution

Transmission

Ancillary 
Service Mkt

Capacity Mkt

Barriers to DR include: 
Insufficient time for customers to respond
Non-standardization of products
Reliability rules geared to supply-side resources
Averaged T and D rates and other policies that ignore locational value 

of demand response
ICAP and Resource Adequacy payments only to supply
Overly-expensive metering and bidding rules
Tx planning and cost recovery limited to T and supply-side solutions
Throughput incentives to wires companies
High transaction costs to assemble customers
Default service rates hide value of DR
Customer information, discount rate, transaction costs, etc.
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Matrix 4: Market and Policy 
Options to Support DR (excerpts)
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Market and Policy options include:
Trading floor for regional economic DR;
LMP and multi-settlements to reveal value and help customers;
Standardized products to increase liquidity;
System planning that includes DR options;
Efficient Reliability Rule;
PBR and revenue caps for wires companies;
Rules to permit DR for ancillary services;
Statistical aggregation for small, dispersed resources;
Shared savings rules of DR providers;
System benefit charges, efficiency utilities and other policies to 

support energy efficiency
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Assembling DR values: 
5 cross-cutting options

Regional product standards and trading floors
Resource Adequacy Credits for DR resources
Customer aggregation through a Demand 
Utility
Empowering the Distribution Utility as a DR 
Aggregator
“All-resource” investment policy for reliability 
and congestion relief



Standardized products and 
regional trading floors

Liquidity improved with standardization
Perfection not required – variations in customer demand 
are averaged, too
Product types can be defined:

E.g., capacity, energy, and quick-response reliability services
“DR Standards Board” can define standardized products
Regional trading floors should be established to support 
and encourage DR trading – and thus product development
(See EPRI/Apogee work on Demand Trading – 3 main 
pools are forward blocks, hourly blocks, and ancillary 
services.)



Resource Adequacy Credits 
for DR

Why resource adequacy requirements?
Political and public policy reasons
Economic problem – network externalities

Problems to address: 
investors need predictable revenue streams;
ICAP markets show wild price swings
Neutral system needed to support both demand 
reductions and supply additions that add to the reserve 
margin



Three approaches to RA, 
including DR resources

(1) Set a fixed reserve margin, and require LSEs or Discos 
to deliver

price will vary, quantity will be set

penalties needed for non-performance, LSEs going out of business, etc.
(2) Set a fixed margin and authorize the RTO or a similar 
central agent to purchase at auction
(3) Set a sliding scale “demand curve” fixing price at 
different quantities

Either require purchases by LSEs/Discos to purchase, or allow 
RTO or other central agent to purchase

KEY: in all cases, Resource Adequacy Credits should 
be available to Demand Reductions, not just supply 
additions. 



Aggregating DR through a 
Demand Utility

Problem: (a) the old integrated franchise is fragmented, (b) 
pure markets aren’t going to get us adequate DR, (c) 
restructuring introduces new barriers to DR, so (d) a new 
form of franchise is needed
New artificial barriers: Default Service Providers (POLRs)  
restricted to supply only (and often short term supply at 
that); SBCs constrained on both sides
Demand Utility authorized to: aggregate demand response; 
market DR and share savings with participating customers; 
collect costs of service from all beneficiaries (wires charge 
or uplift)
One model – Vermont Efficiency Utility -- award the 
franchise on a competitive basis subject to PBR

But note: even here, an artificial barrier!



Demand Curve for Resource 
Adequacy

New York Statewide Demand Curve
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The Distribution Utility as 
developer, aggregator of DR 

Similar to the Demand Utility
Low costs of customer aggregation
Joint ventures with competitive ESCOs, DRPs
possible
Keys: customer knowledge base, relationship, 
billing system, assigning costs to beneficiaries
Also: opportunity to employ Distributed Utility 
Planning techniques, using DR for the wires 
system
Key barrier: overcoming the throughput incentive



All-resource investment 
strategy for T and D

$100 billion needed for new wires?
Policy schizophrenia: 

LMP to reveal locational value of resources
Rolled-in regional transmission tariffs to mask those values, promote 
political log-rolling

NTGS: explore non-transmission alternatives to transmission upgrades
All-resource planning and acquisition process
Efficient Reliability Standard 

Resource parity – best, cheapest solution wins
Equivalent cost-recovery opportunities for wires AND alternatives
Bidding or planning to select the winners

Goals: Improve reliability without distorting markets for DR and other 
load-center resources 



EPRI -- MDDR
Revealing the Value of Demand Response:   

Regulatory and Market Options
(EPRI October 2003)
Principal Investigator
Regulatory Assistance Project

Richard Cowart
Rich Sedano
Frederick Weston



Designing wholesale energy 
markets to support DR options

Demand-side bidding
Price-capped load bids reveal a real demand 
curve

Locational Marginal Pricing 
LMP reveals the value of DR by time and place

Multi-settlements markets
Day-ahead settlement permits economic resales
of planned load reductions

Demand release resales
Resales into short-term markets will moderate 
price spikes and generator market power



Demand Response (B) 
Ancillary and Reliability Resources

Basic principle: Retail loads should be able to 
participate in all wholesale markets
Day-ahead ancillary services

Spinning reserves
Nonspinning reserves
Replacement reserves

Real-time (intrahour) energy and congestion 
management
Emergency load interruptions

Loads should be able to set prices, not just be 
price takers!



DR Ancillary Services
product and policy issues

Who can provide? Customers and their agents, or just load-
serving entities? Will there be regional ancillary markets?
Must DR bid hourly, or will monthly or longer enrollments 
(standing offers) be permitted? 
Can a DR provider bid into both economic and reliability 
markets?
What metering and telemetry is reasonable? Will statistical 
aggregation and verification be permitted?
What penalties are appropriate for non-performance?



Can Demand Participate in More 
Valuable Reserve Markets?

NYISOASPrices
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Demand-Side Spinning Reserve: 
water systems example

Water treatment/pumping = 3 - 4% of U.S. 
electric use
Storage in pipelines and tanks makes 
spinning reserve feasible

could provide a large fraction of US spin needs

Adjustable speed drives would
enable provision of spin 
improve efficiency of water operations
eliminate congestion concerns
improve local voltage regulation

Other customers with storage also good 
candidates



Demand Response (C): 
Transmission and System Expansion 

Resource: DR for congestion relief, grid management
Products:

Location-specific peak response
Targeted long-term efficiency

Revealing value:
LMP reveals value of DR, EE, DG in load pockets
“Participant funding” of T upgrades avoids 

The rolled-in facilities problem:
generators indifferent to costly locations
undermines load center resources

Transmission planning:
Transmission AND its alternatives



Transmission policies can 
support or undermine DR

“Transmission planning” is too narrow
Consumers don’t purchase transmission 
Transmission is a service with substitutes

Load center resources of all kinds: G,DG,DR,EE

Transmission bottlenecks: reduced options, thinner 
markets (geographic breadth as a goal)

Demand-side bottlenecks: reduced options, thinner 
markets (depth as an option instead)
LMP and CRRs help value load-center resources; 
socialized transmission and rolled-in rates will 
undermine them.



Demand Response (D): 
Retail tariffs and meters

Pure RTP: economist’s dream, politician’s nightmare

State policy dilemma: 
Time- and market-based rates are needed to improve 
price response in the wholesale market; 
BUT Most customers want uniform retail rates
Market reformers: “show them the price”
Consumer advocates: “the ENRON price?”

Good news - lots of rate design options :
Flat rate w/  DR payments -- Inverted Block Rates -- Simple TOU --
Voluntary RTP -- California 20/20, Georgia Power….etc.
“Real-er Time Pricing” IS possible





Critical Peak 
Time of Use Pricing

Flat or TOU rate during 
all “normal” hours.

Defined or Market price 
effective when market 
price exceeds defined 
threshold.

Customers get notice 
when Critical Peak rate 
is in effect.

Defined Critical Peak Price

On-Peak (except Critical) 0.117$       
Off-Peak 0.05$         
Critical kWh 0.60$         

Market Critical Peak Price

On-Peak (except Critical) 0.117$       
Off-Peak 0.05$         
Critical kWh Market + margin



Tariffs and metering 
Challenges and options

How can states add TOU prices or price response 
options to franchise tariffs and default service plans?
Flat, averaged, or deaveraged distribution rates?
Should standard offer prices track the market? How 
closely? 
Mandatory TOU or RTP rates for C & I?
Mass deploy advanced metering? Mandatory or 
optional? Who owns the meter and its data?



Demand Response (E)
Long-term resources

Energy efficiency provides many (though not all) 
DR values, and is a long-term demand response.
Short-term DR can be available over a long term -
- provides long-term benefits.
EE and long-term DR can provide Resource 
Adequacy (FERC’s term), forward-looking ICAP, 
or long term capability
Needed: Forwards markets for Resource 
Adequacy credits for supply, DR and EE 
resources. 



Demand Response (E) Long-
term Efficiency 

Combined Commercial Cooling and Lighting Loadshape
Baseline and Load Management Compared to Energy Efficiency
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Impact of California DSM 
Programs and Standards
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Investing in efficiency:
options and challenges

Can states reform Disco ratemaking to eliminate 
the throughput incentive?
Financing efficiency: wires charges, Pay-As-You-
Save, taxes and other options
Should RTOs and FERC permit “regional 
reliability charges” to support cost-effective 
regional efficiency programs?
Can the regional value of long-term EE be 
revealed in ICAP markets?



End-to-End DR:
Lessons being learned

DR resources provide value that can be captured 
both in power markets, and in non-market 
decisions (e.g.,reliability rules, system expansion 
planning)
DR is multi-dimensional:

both energy and capacity values
locational and time-of-use multipliers
both short-term and long-term values

Developing a full suite of DR resources will 
require attention to numerous market rules and 
regulatory/administrative decisions.



Lessons being learned (2)
DR products and rules must be structured to 
meet practical realities:

Operational and reliability requirements of system 
operators 
Regulatory and political limitations 
Commercial needs of DR providers
Environmental limits on BUGs
And the needs and preferences of end-use customers!

Supply and demand resources must be treated 
comparably, not just equally



Lessons being learned (3)
DR is an “infant industry” compared with generation and 
wires -- careful attention and support required.
Who will be the DR leaders? “Open access” to DR 
opportunities by a variety of energy companies is needed; 
incumbents should not have a monopoly.
DR must be treated as a long-term resource, not a slot 
machine; customers and DR providers need steady, known 
income streams.
Standardization of DR products, and a forum for trading 
DR assets will be needed to accelerate progress. 



For more information
New England Demand Response 
Initiative

web link at  www.raponline.org
Posted: Framing Papers and Memos on 
Demand Response; DR Strategy memos 
and proposals; “Thinking Twice About 
Transmission”

“Efficient Reliability: The Critical Role of 
Demand-Side Resources in Power 
Systems and Markets”

(R Cowart, NARUC June 2001)


